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Abstract

The Modular Distributed Manipulator System (MDMS)
is a novel materials handling system which is a �xed ar-
ray of actuated wheels capable of inducing arbitrary mo-
tions in the plane. The wheels transport and manipulate
objects that rest on the array. The motion of the object
is determined by a combination of object weight distri-
bution, actuator dynamics, speed control law, and fric-
tion between the wheels and the manipulated object. This
work focuses on a stick-slip friction model and its im-
pact on the dynamics of an object on the array. Factors
such as coe�cient of friction and object size and weight
determine which wheels roll and which wheels slide rel-
ative to the object. This paper determines the ranges
of parameters for which all wheels are in either sliding
contact or rolling contact. Simulations are performed to
demonstrate the dynamics of the system.

1 Introduction

The Modular Distributed Manipulator System (MDMS)
both transfers and manipulates objects in the plane,
enhancing applications such as exible manufacturing
and package handling systems. The MDMS combines
the bene�ts of conveyor and robotic transport systems
while overcoming their limitations by both transporting
and manipulating large, heavy objects. This alternative
method comprises a �xed array of actuators that co-
operate to handle objects. The objects are signi�cantly
larger than each cell; several cells support an object that
can be made to translate and rotate in the plane. Since
sensing and actuation are distributed, each of many ob-
jects can be manipulated independently. (see Figure 1).
A prototype system was built consisting of a small

array of cells capable of transporting objects about the
size of a bread box. Each cell consists of a pair of or-
thogonally oriented motorized roller wheels (Figures 2
and 3) which are capable of producing a force perpen-
dicular to their axes, while allowing free motion par-
allel to their axes. The combined action of these two
wheels in to produce an arbitrary vectored motion in
the plane. Currently, the prototype system consists of
18 cells which can be arranged either in a 1-D or a 2-D
grid, shown in the photograph in Figure 4. Each cell is

Figure 1: MDMS: Several objects can be translated and
rotated, independently.

Figure 2: Roller wheel. Figure 3: Prototype cell.

controlled by its own microcontroller, and motions are
coordinated through communication between neighbor-
ing cells. For a more complete description of hardware
and communication, see [6].

Towards the development of control laws and policies
to provide desired object motions, this paper analyzes
the dynamics of an object on a single row of cells mov-
ing in 1-D with both sliding and rolling friction contacts.
In particular, limits on reference speed for rolling con-
tact (stick) and sliding contact (slip) are derived under
proportional control of motor speeds. This paper is or-
ganized as follows: Prior work leading to distributed
manipulation is summarized in Section 2. The forces
acting on an object are calculated in Section 3. Lim-
its on reference speeds are presented in Section 4, along
with simulations of the system.
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Figure 4: Current experimental setup.

2 Prior Work

Mason and Erdmann [1, 3] provided a radical alterna-
tive to standard robotic manipulation by signi�cantly
simplifying the robot manipulator and developing ma-
nipulation algorithms for these low-degree-of-freedom
sensorless mechanisms. Goldberg [4] developed an al-
gorithm which orients to symmetry a part with a se-
quence of gripper open, close, and rotation operations
without sensor information. This sequence of operations
is termed a squeeze.

B�ohringer, Donald, et. al. [2] applied this type of sen-
sorless manipulation to an array of micromechanical ac-
tuators which was used to manipulate very small objects
with the application of \squeeze �elds". Kavraki [5] sup-
plied further analysis of microactuated systems using
elliptical potential �elds to orient an object to symme-
try without sensors. These microactuated systems dif-
fer from the authors work in that on such a small scale,
mass, friction, and array resolution may be ignored.

In previous papers by the authors [7, 8, 9] motions of
objects on the MDMS both in 1-D and in 2-D with ro-
tation were analyzed, and a velocity �eld was designed
which can position and orient certain symmetric objects
within cell resolution and symmetry. This analysis as-
sumed full sliding friction between the wheels and the
object without considering motor dynamics. In reality,
both sliding and rolling contact is made with the object,
and in a rolling mode, the motor's dynamics come into
play. This paper takes a �rst step towards controlling
object's motions using both stick and slip friction by an-
alyzing the motion of objects in both friction modes in
1-D on a single row of cells.

3 Analysis of Forces on an Object

To analyze the dynamics of an object the horizontal
forces on the object must be determined. The total hori-
zontal force is the sum of the forces applied by the wheels
in rolling contact with the object and the forces applied
by the wheels in sliding contact with the object. To de-
termine which wheels are sliding and which are rolling,
it is necessary to determine the normal forces support-
ing the object. Using vertical and rotational equilibrium

Figure 5: Flexible cells support a at object.

along with the assumptions that each cell provides a lin-
ear spring support and that the bottom of the object is
at (as shown in Figure 5), it was shown in [9] that
the collection of normal forces exerted by each contact
written as a vector ~N=[N1 : : : Nn]

T
is equal to

~NT = BT
�
BBT
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�

W
Wxc

�
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where W is the weight of the object, xc is the location

of the object's center of mass, and B =

�
1 : : : 1
x1 : : : xn

�

with xi being the position of the ith cell supporting the
object. The matrix B will change as the object moves
changing the set of supporting cells, but is constant
while the object remains on a single set of supports.
To determine when all wheels are in rolling contact

and when all wheels are in sliding contact, the maximum
and minimum normal forces supporting an object must
be known. Equation 1 shows that the normal forces over
all the supporting cells vary linearly with cell position
xi. Thus the maximum and minimum supporting forces
will be applied by the cells at the ends of the object.
Equation 1 also shows that the supporting force at

each cell varies linearly with the position of the object,
xc. Therefore, there can be no local extrema in normal
force with respect to cell position, and the minimum and
maximum supporting forces will occur at discontinuities,
i.e. just before or just after the set of supporting cells
change. For uniform cell spacing d and an object of
length L > 2d, there exists an integer m � 2 and a non-
negative real number h < 1 such that L = d (m+ h). An
object will rest on eitherm orm+1 cells. Assuming that
the center of mass of the object is at its geometric center,
by examining the four extreme cases, the minimum and
maximum normal forces over all positions of an object
can be expressed as
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3.1 Sliding Contact

The case where the wheels always slip on the object was
studied in previous papers by the authors in the 1-D and
2-D cases with both coulomb and viscous friction laws
[7, 8, 9]. A summary of the 1-D case under coulomb
friction is presented here.
When sliding friction exists between the wheels and

the object, each cell is assumed to apply a horizontal
force proportional to the normal force and to the coe�-
cient of friction in the direction of motion of the wheel.
For full-slip friction, it is required that the wheels spin
much faster than the object moves. (This condition is
discussed in more detail in a following section.) Assum-
ing this is the case over the entire array, each wheel ap-
plies a horizontal force fi = �sign (vi)Ni. These forces
can be added through the use of the inner product to
provide a net force on the object.

f =
X

fi = �sign
��
v1 : : : vn

��
~NT (4)

Taking the normal force vector ~N from Equation 1,
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The constant and xc terms can be separated, and terms
grouped to yield mass-spring type dynamics

f = kssxc + fso (6)

The spring constant kss and the o�set force f
s
o are de�ned

in terms of the velocities and positions of cells support-
ing the object, as well as coe�cient of friction � and the
object's weightW . kss and f

s
o are constant while the ob-

ject is on a particular set of supports, an change values
when the object changes supports.

3.2 Rolling Contact

When the wheels roll without slipping on the object,
the velocities of the wheels vi are equal to the velocity
of the object _xc. It is therefore necessary to include ac-
tuator dynamics and the motor speed control law when
determining the total forces acting on the object.
The wheels in the MDMS prototype are driven by

simple DC motors through a single gear reduction. The
relation between linear speed of the ith wheel's outer
radius vi, tangential force developed by the wheel fi,
and voltage applied to the motor Vi is

fi
rw
Ng

=

�
Vi � vi

Ng

rw
Km

�
Km

Rm

� vi
Ng

rw
Bm (7)

where Rm, Bm, and Km are the motor's coil resistance,
damping, and torque constant, rw is the wheel's radius,
and Ng is the gear ratio between the motor and wheel.
These constants can be lumped into an e�ective motor

constant Ke = Km
Ng
rw

and an e�ective damping Be =

Bm
Ng

2

rw2 . These e�ective constants relate linear motions
and forces at the wheel's outer radius to motor voltage.
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Under closed-loop proportional control, with gain G
and reference speed ri such that Vi = G (ri � vi) the
motor speed-force relationship becomes

fi = ri
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The force each cell applies to the object is then a
function of the motor dynamics from Equation 8 with
_xc substituted for each vi. For n cells supporting the
object, these forces can be summed to produce a net
horizontal force on the object. Assuming that each mo-
tor is identical, with only ri di�ering between cells, the
force on the object becomes

f =
KeG

Rm

X
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�
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2
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+
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which can be rewritten as

f = fro � _xcb
r (11)

The constant force fro is proportional to the sum of the
cells' reference velocities under the object. The object
will be in equilibrium when

P
ri = 0.

4 Parameter Ranges

In general, it is possible for some cells to be in a sliding
contact mode and others to be in a rolling contact mode.
Since it is di�cult to predict motions of an object with
mixed contact modes, it is generally desired that all the
wheels under the object be in one of the two contact
modes depending on the application. For example, full
sliding contact can be used when implementing an open-
loop (passive) policy to accurately position an object by
taking advantage of the mass-spring dynamics. For a
closed-loop (active) policy, full rolling contact is often
desired to maintain better control over the motion of the
object since the motion of the object can be measured
directly from the rotations of the wheels.

4.1 Full Rolling Conditions

If the horizontal force due to from rolling friction at
a wheel becomes greater than the force from sliding
friction, then that wheel breaks free into sliding con-
tact. This assumes that the coe�cient of static friction
is equal to the coe�cient of sliding friction. This as-
sumption applies in the existing hardware because the



Figure 6: Inward pointing �eld positions an object.

\bumpy" roller wheels provide ample opportunity to
break static friction e�ectively eliminating hysteresis. In
terms of motor parameters, rolling friction occurs when

�Ni >
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To guarantee full-stick friction for all the cells for all
motions of the object, the extreme case must be consid-
ered, that is where Ni is at its smallest possible value,
ri is at its largest positive value, and _xc is at its largest
negative value (or equivalently, negative ri and positive
_xc). Equation 12 can be enforced for all cells by se-
lecting ri = max jrij and _xc = �max jrij (because the
object never can go faster than the fastest wheel). Nmin

is determined for the current object from Equation 2.
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Equation 13 can be used to compute a maximum allow-
able reference speed providing a conservative bound on
wheel reference speed.

rmaxi =
�Nmin

Be +
Ke

2

Rm
+ 2GKe
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It is not possible, in general, to guarantee full sliding
contact for all motions of an object. For example, if
all wheels rotate in the same direction, the speed of the
object will eventually reach that of the wheels, and stick
friction will occur. What is more relevant is that the
object will experience full sliding contact at equilibrium.

4.2 Equilibrium Conditions

A common application for a single row of cells is to po-
sition an object with an inward-pointing velocity �eld
where all cells to the right of the origin rotate to the
left, and all cells to the left of the origin rotate to the
right as shown in Figure 6. In this case, all cells have
the same magnitude reference speed.
Near the equilibrium position, the behavior of the ob-

ject can be predicted depending on the contact mode.
With full rolling contact, the object may come to rest
in any position, as long as equal numbers of cells are
covered on either side. With full sliding contact, the net

horizontal force on the object is a linear function of the
object's position, and equilibrium occurs only when the
object's center of mass is at the origin.
For a passive policy to accurately position an object,

full sliding friction must occur at equilibrium. To ensure
this, rolling friction forces for all cells must be larger
than coulomb friction forces so that sliding friction oc-
curs. This condition must be true when the object is
centered such that the weight of the object is distributed
equally among the supports. The extreme case, must be
examined, so ri = min jrij. To maintain full sliding con-
tact, the following relation must hold.

�
W

k + 1
< min jrij

GKe

Rm

(15)

where k = m for m odd, and k = m � 1 for m even.
This provides a minimum allowable reference speed.

rmini =
� W
k+1
GKe
Rm

(16)

To maintain full stick friction at equilibrium, a sim-
ilar restriction is obtained which provides a maximum
reference speed. Selecting the minimum possible normal
force Nmin provides the extreme case (since rolling equi-
librium does not necessarily occur at xc = 0). Thus, ri
must be less than

rmaxi =
�Nmin

GKe
Rm

(17)

4.3 Simulations

A Simulink model was created to simulate the motion
of an object on the �eld described in Section 4.2. In
the simulations, motor constants and other parameters
were chosen to be representative of (but not necessarily
equivalent to) the actual system. The following values
were used: rw = 1in, Ng = 3, Km = :024Nm=A, Rm =
5
, and Bm = 3:5 � 10( � 6)Nms. 10 cells are spaced
at 5in intervals with the origin halfway between cells.
A gain of G = 10V s=m was used. A 2kg object with
a length of 3:5 cell spacings starts near the left end of
the row. The coe�cient of friction was selected to be
� = 0:3. The motor reference speeds were held constant.
Three values of r were used to represent the di�er-

ent contact modes. Figure 7 shows a full rolling contact
case where r = rmaxi = 0:0635m=s from Equation 14.
Here, the object slowly reaches equilibrium just after
it touches the second cell after the origin. Figure 8
shows a full sliding contact case using a fast r = 10m=s.
Here, the object simply oscillates with constant mag-
nitude. In reality, however, some damping exists, and
the object will reach equilibrium at the origin. Figure 9
shows a mixed contact case using r = 0:75m=s which is
well above the minimum for full sliding equilibrium of
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Figure 7: Simulation of full rolling contact. In this and
the two following �gures, object position is plotted over
time. The three traces represent the positions of the two
ends and the middle of the object. The horizontal bands
represent cell position, with color representing contact
type (light grey = no contact, medium grey = sliding
contact, black = rolling contact).
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Figure 8: Simulation of full sliding contact.

rmini = 0:21m=s from Equation 16. The object starts os-
cillating with a large magnitude with some wheels stick-
ing, providing damping, and settles into a steady state
oscillation as fewer wheels stick.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Stick-slip friction modeling was performed for the
MDMS using the distribution of weight of an object on
a regularly spaced 1-D array, coulomb friction, a simple
DC motor model, and proportional speed control. Lim-
its on the reference wheel speeds for all wheels to be
in either rolling or sliding contact with an object were
determined. Simulink based simulations veri�ed the an-
alytical predictions.
Future work will address two-dimensional stick slip

modeling including object rotation, along with exten-
sions to viscous friction sliding interface.
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Figure 9: Simulation of mixed contact.
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